
This is the Zephyr. With a finely proportioned 

frame and soft feather and foam cushioning, 

Zephyr is built for stylish comfort. His high quality 

100% linen and completely removable cover 

means that he’s stylish but still practical. Sitting 

handsomely on solid oak legs, Zephyr is the 

perfect mix of laid back luxe. Available in a 3.5 

seater and a 2.5 seater sofa and single armchair.

Materials

Linen upholstery with solid oak legs.

Weight

2.5 Seater: 40kg 
3.5 Seater Sofa: 56kg

ZEPHYR
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use will naturally show more creasing. Feathers 
sometimes find their way through the weave of 
the fabric. This is not considered a fault of the 
product. 

Timber Care

Our timber pieces are all treated and sealed for 
everyday living, but it is important to be mindful 
in their placement, as extreme conditions (such 
as harsh sunlight) can change the colour of the 
timber. Be careful not to scratch or damage the 
surface with sharp objects. Timber is responsive 
to its environment, be mindful that heat and 
moisture can cause movement and cracks in 
joints and damage lacquer. Should spills occur, 
wipe immediately with a damp cloth.

Upholstery Care

Please see our general care and maintenance 
guide for advice on how to care for your Linen 
Zephyr sofa.

Assembly

When unboxing your sofa, plump your seat, arm, 
and back cushions before putting them in place. 
This is an essential task as the cushions are filled 
with a combination of feathers and fibres, and 
will ensure even distribution to help maintain their 
shape and comfort.

Warranty

We offer a 12-month product warranty against 
defects. This does not cover general wear and 
tear, or accidental breakage post-delivery.

Product Maintenance 

With a little care you can prolong the life of 
your furniture. The following information is only 
intended as a general guideline. Please follow the 
instructions to ensure maximum longevity of your 
Sarah Ellison furniture.

Feather and Foam Care

If your sofa/armchair has fibre or feather filling, 
it will be necessary to fluff the cushions to ensure 
they return to their initial look. These types of 
cushions give a more relaxed comfort so general 
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Dimensions

2.5 Seater: 700mm H x 1800mm W x 900mm D 
3.5 Seater: 700mm H x 2400mm W x 900mm D Please note all dimensions are approximate. 
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